
 

 

REPORT ON RUN 407 ON 6
th

 JUNE 2021 
 

Rejoice, rejoice!!  H4 was back in its full glory running as one pack for the first time in 15 months.  

Covid-19 be damned! 

Congregating around at 11.00 hours precisely some fourteen of us were all ears as to what lie ahead.  The 

hare had nominated her son-in-law, Alpha Blocker, to convey the briefing and in making the prospective 

5-6 mile run sound like a gentle stroll in the quiet countryside with no hills, holes or other trip hazards.  

So off we sauntered down the back lanes of Rake soon to be travelling in a northerly direction.  Then it 

was into scrub and open land which was not so level even encountering the odd mound.   

At this point, eager eyes had to be exercised to seek out the tiny globules of red (more like crimson) 

shavings.  With the trail now veering to the west, the hare had been meticulous in laying down the 

markers with every dob identical and evenly spaced and every round checkpoint sign precisely drawn. 

Passing under a railway bridge and two large scenic lakes we headed north again and into Longmoor 

Camp land – scene of great activity 77 years ago to the day as part of Operation Overlord but now devoid 

of troops.  Here we twisted and turned through denser woodland with clever use of loops upon loop. 

Despite some bold front running by AWOL along a myriad of paths, regular checkpoints helped keep the 

pack together as we voyaged eastwards.   

Emerging near the grounds of Forest Mere and then the pristine grounds of the Home Estate, where the 

rhododendrons were a glorious sight to behold, the trail took us back south under another railway bridge 

into Chapel Common.   After more meandering the pack hit the Serpent’s trail taking us back through 

Langley Wood to where we had begun our journey some 1.5 hours before.     

And so to the nearby hostelry of the Flying Bull where firstly Douche and Over-the-Hill owned up to 

sharing joint birthdays.  Then on to the main event it being an initiation ceremony for hare Jan (Beta 

Blocker’s mum) in successfully laying her first trail.  She had previously confided that the trail covered 

much of her dog walking territory but what we didn’t know was her hidden tendency for dressing up as 

TV’s Worzel Gummidge no less.  The GM having done his homework thus declared that, adopting one of 

WG’s favourite sayings, Jan be known henceforth as “Bum-swizzled”.   

So well done Bum-swizzled, we all look forward to your turning up as Worzel Gummidge next time!   

Doug ‘Marathow’ Thow 



 

 

 


